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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman Group reading Year 7
Objectives: R1 Locate information, R2 Extract information, R4 Note making, R6 Active reading, R7 Identify main ideas, R8 Infer and deduce, R12 Character, setting and mood,
R14 Language choices, R15 Endings, R16 Author attitudes, S&L3 Shape a presentation
Lesson Reading strategy

focus
Starter/Introduction
(15 minutes)

Development
(35 minutes)

Plenary
(10 minutes)

Homework Resources

1 *Speculation
*Pass comments

Introduction to guided
reading, key objectives,
establish ground rules

Reading strategies
Introduction to book: title; cover; comparison of reviews, etc.
Group reading: chapter 1
Group task: group card TW1

Reflection on reading
strategies used and
group dynamics

None

2 *Ask questions
*Prior knowledge/
 reading

Character, setting and
mood, narrative hooks

Group reading: chapters 1–3
Group task: narrative hooks/characterisation –
group card TW2

How effective are the
narrative hooks in
book?

Read
chapter 4

Prompts sheets
Strategy
check-card

3 *Inference and
  deduction
*Visualising
*Empathy

Introduction to
character, inference
and deduction

Group reading: chapter 5
Group task: notes on explicit/inferred development of
character – group card TW3
Teacher with guided group – guided card TW1

Each group member
to find one example
of inference and
share

Read
chapter 6

Sugar paper
Ruler

4 *Reread/reinterpret
*Seeing patterns
*Analyse story grammar

Teacher modelling of
mind-mapping
techniques

Group reading: chapter 7
Group task: mind-mapping of plot and links between
characters – group card TW4

Two pupils to
feedback what was
important about the
lesson

Read
chapters
7 & 8

Strategy
check-card
Character webs
Sugar paper

5 *Summarising
*Seeing patterns

What do we mean by
theme?

Group reading: chapter 9
Group task: identifying irony and theme – group card TW5

One group member to
feedback on use of
irony or themes

Read
chapters
10 & 11

None

6 *Seeing patterns
*Ask questions
*Analyse story grammar

Narrative style at word,
sentence and text level

Group reading: website material
Group task: in pairs – author interrogation (one person is the
author and is hot-seated) – group card TW6

Two pairs to model,
two pairs to reflect on
what they have
observed

Read
chapter 12

Computers with
Internet access

7 *Hear authorial voice
*Inference and
  deduction

Recap – what do we
mean by authorial
voice? How is the
author ‘heard’ in a
novel?

Group reading: chapter 13
Group task: find examples of author’s voice – group card TW7

Two pairs to model,
two pairs to reflect on
what they have
observed

Read
chapters
14 & 15

None

8 *Analyse story grammar
*Seeing patterns
*Ask questions

Teacher modelling of
language features;
narrative style

Group reading: extracts from chapters 8 & 11
Group task: groups choose one plot event and explore how the
language features work within this  – group card TW8
Teacher with guided group – guided card TW2

One group to
feedback

Sticky notes or
coloured pens
Sugar paper
Strategy
check-card

9 *Reflect and reread/
  reinterpret
*Summarising
*Pass judgements

Ending and how it links
back to the beginning

Group reading: chapter 16
Group task: endings and resolutions – group card TW9

Expectations for
group presentations

Sugar paper

10 Preparation of oral presentations                                                                                                                               Homework: Preparation/rehearsal
11 Group presentations: 10 minutes per text
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 1 Group card TW1

Objectives: R6 Active reading
R8 Infer and deduce

As a whole group we have:
• Established the ground rules for group and guided reading;
• Looked at effective reading strategies (see Strategy check-card).

Group reading
Read together chapter 1.

Group task

1. Discuss in threes and then share as a whole group: how does the author ‘hook’ the
readers’ interest and make them want to read on? Give examples from the text for
each of your points.

2. Share your predictions about what might happen in rest the of the novel. Give
reasons for these.
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 2 Group card TW2

Objectives: R6 Active reading
R7 Identify main ideas

Resources: Prompts sheets, Strategy check-card

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks;
• explored character, setting and mood.

Now you are going to:
• begin reading your book.

Whilst you are reading today:
• think about the strategies you are using (look at the Strategy check-card);
• think about the evidence you may use to support your ideas.

Group reading
Read chapters 1–3 together.

Group task

1. Divide yourselves into two groups and label yourselves Group A and Group B.
Discuss together in your groups what you have discovered about the relationship
between the two brothers in your book.

2. Share your findings with the whole group, using supporting evidence.

Homework
Read chapter 4 by next lesson.
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 3 Group card TW3

Objectives: R4 Note making
R6 Active reading

Resources: Sugar paper, ruler

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks;
• explored character, setting and mood.

Now you are going to:
• explore how the characters are developing.

Group reading
Read chapter 5 together.

Group task:

1. One person should recount what has happened so far.

2. Divide into two groups – Group A and Group B.

Group A – focus on Colin’s positive characteristics. Reread chapter 4. Discuss
what makes you proud of Colin.

Group B – focus on Colin’s negative characteristics. Discuss what makes Colin a
difficult child/why Colin sometimes makes you cross with him.

3. Share your findings with the whole group, using supporting evidence. When did the
writer explicitly tell you about Colin’s character? When did you have to infer
meanings or read between the lines?

4. On a piece of sugar paper draw two columns and list Colin’s good and bad points.

Homework
Read chapter 6 by next lesson.
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 4 Group card TW4

Objectives: R4 Note making
R6 Active reading

Resources: Character webs, sugar paper

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks;
• explored character, setting and mood;
• explored the developing relationships between character and place.

Today you are going to:
• explore the characterisation in more depth.

Group reading
Read chapter 7 together up to page 52.

Group task

1. One person should recount what has happened so far. As they listen, the rest of
the group should mind-map the plot, starting from Luke’s collapse on Christmas
Day, and marking in key events on the chart.

2. Each person takes on the role of one of the characters in the book (Luke, Colin,
Colin’s mum/dad, Auntie Iris, Uncle Bob, Alistair, hospital staff). Think of two or
three questions that you would like to ask of the characters and interview each
character in turn. Find out how they feel about each other and what has happened.

3. As a group, add details about the characters to your character web.

4. What does your group think Two Weeks with the Queen is about? Agree your ideas
in three or four bullet points.

Homework
Read the rest of chapter 7 and chapter 8 by the next lesson.
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 5 Group card TW5

Objectives: R6   Active reading
R12 Character, setting and mood
R16 Author’s attitudes

Resources: None

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks;
• explored character, setting and mood;
• begun to explore themes and how the characters contribute towards them.

Now you are going to:
• explore the writer’s use of humour, including irony.

Group reading
Read chapter 9 together.

Group task
Two Weeks with the Queen achieved rave reviews as a fun read – which sounds odd
when a key character is dying of cancer. Where does the humour come from? First you
are going to remind yourself of some passages you have already read.

1. Divide into pairs. Pair A should read pp.30–31, Pair B pp.17–18 and Pair C
pp.40–43. In your pairs, discuss the tasks below.

Pair A – The focus is on Colin’s attempt to be helpful. How does the writer
suggest that Colin is not the world’s greatest chef? What do you think Colin’s
mum really thinks of the curry? What does Colin think of his efforts and his
mum’s response?

Pair B – The focus is on Colin’s search for a diagnosis. How does the writer
suggest that Colin is being over-keen. What do you think the doctor really thinks
of Colin’s hanky and Colin’s visit? What does Colin think about his scientific
enquiry?

Pair C – The focus is on Colin the expert. How does the writer suggest that tact
might not be one of Colin’s strong points. What do you think the businessman
thought of Colin’s advice? What do the flight crew really think of Colin’s plans?
How does Colin see himself?

In your whole group once more, discuss what makes you laugh in these extracts.

2. As a group, read chapter 9, p.70 and pp.73–78. Pair A – imagine you are Colin.
When you finish, sum up your thoughts. Pair B – imagine you are the doctor. When
you finish, tell Colin what you really thought of him. Pair C – imagine you are Morris
Gleitzman. Tell the group what effect you were trying to create in this episode.

Homework
Read chapters 10 and 11.
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 6 Group card TW6

Objectives: R1   Locate information
R2   Extract information
R16 Author attitudes

Resources: Computers with Internet access

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks;
• explored character, setting and mood;
• explored themes and how the characters contribute towards them.

Now you are going to:
• explore the role of the author.

Group reading
Read website material together.

Group task
The characters are not the only ones that have a voice in a story. Readers are often given
a strong impression of the author, the teller of the tale, and this can influence your
experience of the story.

1. In pairs, write down five questions that you would like to ask Morris Gleitzman
about Two Weeks with the Queen and his ideas in the book.

2. One member of the group should take on the role of the author and be interviewed
as the author.

3. When you have done this, ask permission to access www.morrisgleitzman.com
(you will need to look up ‘author studies’) and read a transcript of an interview with
Morris Gleitzman.

i. List the similarities and differences in your ideas with the ideas that Morris
Gleitzman provides in the transcript.

ii. How close was your group’s impression of the author from your reading of
Two Weeks with the Queen, to that given in the transcript?

Homework
Read chapter 12 by the next lesson.
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 7 Group card TW7

Objectives: R6   Active reading
R16 Author attitudes

Resources: None

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks, character, setting and mood;
• explored themes and how the characters contribute towards them.

Now you are going to:
• think about the relationship between character and place. You will also explore the

author’s ‘voice’ and intentions.

Group reading
Read chapter 13 together.

Group task

1. As a group, read the opening of this chapter. How quickly does Colin understand
the reality of Griff’s illness and the reasons for Ted’s injuries? Note down any clues
that you spotted which Colin missed in this chapter and pp.80–82. What does this
tell you about Colin?

2. How does Ted affect Colin’s original plan?

Group A read pp.89–91, Group B read pp.116–117, Group C read pp.120–122.

Imagine that the editor has told you to cut these passages. Each group should give
reasons why each scene is necessary.

3. Choose one person to be Morris Gleitzman. Interview him about why he introduced
the characters of Ted and Griff and how he expected his readers to respond to
aspects of their story.

4. In your group, identify any parts of this chapter which reflect the author’s point of
view. (There is a message from the author which can be read between the lines.)

Homework
Read chapters 14 and 15 by the next lesson.
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 8 Group card TW8

Objectives: R2   Extract information
R12 Character, setting and mood
R14 Language choices

Resources: Sticky notes or coloured pens, sugar paper

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks, character, setting and mood, relationships between

character and place, and emerging themes.

Today you are going to:
• explore the author’s narrative style.

Whilst you are reading:
• think about the strategies you are using (look at the Strategy check-card);
• think about the evidence you may use to support your ideas.

Group reading
Read extracts from chapters 8 and 11 (see below).

Group task

1. Group A – read pp.64–69 (chapter 8), Group B – read pp.91–96 (chapter 11).

How does Morris Gleitzman build up the tension/create a mood in these chapters?
In your group, mind-map the word, sentence and text level features which have
been used to describe Colin’s actions and feelings.

Group A – using sticky notes or different coloured pens, text-mark any of the
features which create a sense of danger or excitement.

Group B – identify features which create a sense of failure or frustration.

2. Share your findings with the whole group, using supporting evidence.

3. Go on to explore how the author creates tension and mood in these two chapters.
Remember to use supporting evidence. Be prepared to display and present your
ideas in the plenary.
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 9 Group card TW9

Objectives: R6   Active reading
R7   Identify main ideas
R15 Endings

Resources: Sugar paper

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks, character, setting and mood, relationships between

character and place, emerging themes and the author’s narrative style.

Now we will look at:
• the resolution.

Whilst you are reading today:
• think about the strategies you are using (look at the Strategy check-card);
• think about the evidence you may use to support your ideas.

Group reading
In your group, note down your predictions for the end of Two Weeks with the Queen.
Read the last page of chapter 15 and the whole of chapter 16 together. How far did the
story match your original predictions?

Group task

1. On one large sheet of paper draw a flow diagram showing when and where the
Queen features in the story and why Colin thinks she may be able to help him.
Then mark how Colin’s attitude towards her changes as the story progresses.
(See: chapter 1, p.36 and p.42; chapters 6, 7 and 9; p.87 and p.126.)

2. Why is the book called Two Weeks with the Queen? How does the story of Ted
and Griff link with Colin’s quest to find a cure for his brother? How does Griff’s
illness affect Colin’s attitude to his brother? Add this side path to your diagram.

3. Be prepared to display and present your ideas in the plenary.
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Character Web: Two Weeks with the Queen

To use with the guided session TW1.

Luke Alistair

Colin
Doctor

Graham

Colin’s mum Ted

Colin’s dad Griff

Aunty Iris The Queen

Uncle Bob
The Best

Doctor in the
World
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 3 Guided card TW1
Teaching
objective(s):

R8 Inference and deduction
R6 Active reading

Resources:
Strategy check-card,
Character web sheets

Focus Chapters 1–6
Teaching sequence:
Introduction to text:

Strategy check:

Independent reading
and related task:

Return to text:
developing response

Review
(reading target
and next steps):

Teacher clarifies objectives and identifies what is meant by plot
and characterisation. Use the character web sheet to
demonstrate the interconnections between characters. Draw
lines between those who inter-relate.

Distribute Strategy check-card and discuss expectations for
developing active reading skills. Ask pupils to remember and
explain/illustrate appropriate strategies that they have used
recently. Then focus on the difference between finding explicit
information and inference and deduction. Stress that these are
essential skills for engaging with, and enjoying, texts and
achieving the higher levels.

Ask pupils to skim read the chapters independently with a focus
on extracting information about what has happened to Luke and
what Colin has done to help him by finding a cure for his cancer.
Check pupils’ skills and their organisation of character web
charts.

Ask pupils to work in pairs devising and asking questions of the
characters, linking cause and effect in their relationships. Allocate
roles and listen to hot-seating, to guide and support.

Lead a discussion of characters’ responses with the group.
Focus on textual evidence to support and discuss what they have
learned about the characters, their roles and relationships.

Guide the recording of additional information on the character
web sheet.

Summarise the use of inference and deduction, and where the
story may move next. Ask pupils to summarise what they have
been doing and remind them of the purpose of the session.

Homework: Read chapters 8–9.

Evaluation:
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Two Weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
Lesson 8 Guided card TW2
Teaching
objective(s):

R2   Extract information
R12 Character, setting and mood
R14 Language choices

Resources:
Strategy check-card
Coloured pens or sticky notes

Focus:
Chapters 8 and 11:
Themes – narrative style and development of themes.

Teaching sequence:
Introduction to text:

Strategy check:

Independent reading
and related task:

Return to text:
developing response

Review
(reading target
and next steps):

Clarify objectives. Recap on the story so far – how has Colin’s
character been established? How has Alistair developed? Has
Colin’s determination faltered since the last reading?

Distribute Strategy check-cards and discuss expectations for
developing active reading skills. Ask pupils to remember and
explain/illustrate appropriate strategies that they have used
recently. Then focus on inference and deduction. Stress that
these are essential skills for engaging with, and enjoying, texts
and achieving the higher levels.

Ask pupils to read chapters 8 and 11 independently. What
techniques does the author use to build tension and create mood
in these chapters? Focus on pages 64–69 (pace/description) and
pp.91–94 (emotions). Pupils should initially brainstorm together
the features at word, sentence and text level that they could look
for and then text-mark evidence to support their ideas (different
colours for word/sentence/text level evidence). Support and
prompt pupils as they work. How does the author control the
pace in these two extracts?

Lead a group discussion of the difference in Colin’s mood in each
of these events. How has Colin changed and how will this affect
the outcome of the plot? How does this illustrate the themes?
Focus on textual evidence to support.

Ask pupils to summarise what they have learned during this
session about the book, and about the way they read. Focus on
use of inference and deduction, and where the story may
move next.

Evaluation:


